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QUESTION 1

You need to design the resort portal\\'s email registration process. Which solution should you use? 

A. Default the invitation code from the email upon logging into the portal 

B. Auto-populate the invitation code field on the sign in screen from the email link 

C. Embed the invitation code in the email link URL 

D. Send the customer their username and temporary password in the email link 

Correct Answer: C 

Scenario: Guests must receive a separate email to verify proof of ownership for their registration. 

Note: You can setup redeem an invitation code for power apps portal. 

Reference: 

https://carldesouza.com/how-to-setup-redeem-an-invitation-code-for-power-apps-portal/ 

 

QUESTION 2

A company sells all types of bicycles, bicycle parts, and accessories. You are creating a chatbot by using Microsoft
Power Virtual Agent for the bicycle shop. 

When someone types in a bicycle brand name or terms such as helmet or shoes, the chatbot must automatically go to
the accessories section of the chatbot. 

You need to configure the chatbot functions. 

Which two functions should you configure? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Entities 

B. Fallback topic 

C. Smart matching 

D. Synonyms 

E. Slot filling 

Correct Answer: AE 

Explanation: 

Use entities and slot filling in Power Virtual Agents bots. 

One fundamental aspect of natural language understanding is to identify entities in a user dialog. An entity can be
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viewed as an information unit that represents a certain type of a real-world subject, like a phone number, zip code, city,
or even 

a person\\'s name. 

Custom entities 

The prebuilt entities cover commonly used information types, but on some occasions, such as when building a bot that
serves a specific purpose, you\\'ll need to teach the bot\\'s language understanding model some domain-specific
knowledge. 

For instance, let\\'s say you want to build a bot for an outdoor store. In this case, you\\'ll need to teach the bot to
acknowledge the "outdoor gears product" category in a dialog. 

A: 

Slot filling 

Slot filling is a natural language understanding concept that means saving an extracted entity to an object. However, in
Power Virtual Agents, slot filling means placing the extracted entity value into a variable. 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/power-virtual-agents/advanced-entities-slot-filling 

 

QUESTION 3

You plan to create user interface (UI) flows to automate several web-based business processes that you currently
perform manually. 

You need to ensure that users can create and run web UI flows. 

Which three components must you install and configure on user\\'s devices? Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. UI Flows application 

B. Latest version of Microsoft Edge 

C. On-premises data gateway 

D. Selenium IDE 

E. Latest version of Mozilla Firefox 

Correct Answer: ABD 

The mentioned documentation is describing this quite exactly: "To run unattended UI flows, the target machine needs to
be available with all users signed out." 

 

QUESTION 4

The sales manager receives a list of leads from a partner company monthly. The field names that are provided do not
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match the fields in Dynamics 365. A data map does not exist. 

You need to import the leads without changing the data from the partner company. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a data map on the first import by using the Import Data wizard. 

B. Add a template for Import Data. 

C. Use Import File Translations. 

D. Create a data map in Data Management. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customerengagement/on-premises/basics/import-accounts-
leads-other-data 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

A company creates a Microsoft Teams app that stores data in two tables in a Microsoft Dataverse for Teams
environment. 

Users require access to the app and the app data. 

You need to configure access. 

What should you do? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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